










































Nos.99999.2462.txt
~[2462] fols. 1v-19v: Anonymous ( = perhaps Abd al-Haqq 

じＢＹ てＧｋぐ なｑｊＫｌ なＢ づｑＫMiskin Ibn Sayf al-Din Ibn Sa'd Allah al-Dihlawi  
なｑじｋぐ なＢ じＺＫ фぐ のぬΜｎじｋぐ こ７ｑｈずｆｋぐ) : al-Farqiyat  .-The author of this 

lexicographical treatise on selected terms in alphabetical 
sequence with special regard to differences in meaning 
compared with "synonyms" cannot be identified. He quotes 

そｆＩが ｒｖ７Ｋｊquite a lot of older authorities like Akhfash  , Kisa'i 
おぐずｆｋぐ のずｎぬＥ ｐｑぬＢｑＫ, al-Farra'  , Jawhari  , Sibawayh  , Ibn al-Sikkit 

なＢぐ こｑｊＫｋぐ のずＬＩｌせ , Zamkhshari  etc., but also later works on 
こ７ｆｑずＺＣ ｒｍ７ＥずＥta'rifat  ( e.g. by Jurjani  ) and works on theology. 

Several times the author mentions as source Dede Khalifa ( 
died 966/1558; Kahhale I 125 ) . This is not the latest 
authority, however; a terminus post quem is a quotation from 

ｒｋ７ＩΜＩ ｒｍぐぬじKhalkhali's  glosses to Dawwani  ( died 907/1501; ? GAL
S II 209 no. VII 1a ) . Khalkhali died 1014/1605, and as the 
Ms. was copied in the 2nd half of the 18th century our text 
apparently was composed before or during the 2nd half of the 
12th/18th century. Bio-bibliographical sources mention two 

てぬずｅauthors who wrote on furuq  in the 18th century: *1 ) Abu 
ぬＢが おぐじｆｋぐ υｑＹ７ｌＫぎ ｒｉＧ のぬＫぬずＢｋぐal-Fida' Isma'il Haqqi al-Brusawi  ( died 

け７Ｃｊ てぬずｆｋぐ1137/1724 ) ; his Kitab al-Furuq  is printed in Istanbul
1251/1835 ( ? GAL S II 653 no. 9 ) and preserved in two mss. 
in Princeton ( ? Princeton 3775 ) . *2 ) Ni'mat Allah 

ｓｌＺｍ фぐ のずｖぐせＥｋぐal-Jaza'iri  ( died 1130/1718 or 1121/1700 ) wrote a 
てぬずｅ ｓｃΜｋぐtreatise on Furuq al-lugha  ( ? GAL S II 586; not 

mentioned in Kahhale XIII 110! ) . A new edition ( Furuq 
al-lughat ) appeared 1380/1961 in Najaf ( ed. Asad Allah 

じＫが фぐ な７ｑΜｑＹ７ｌＫぷぐal-Isma'iliyan  ) and 1987 in Damascus ( ed. 
じｌＧｌ なぐぬＸず ｓｑぐじｋぐMuhammad Radwan al-Daya  ) . A comparison with this 

のず７ＫｍぐぬＩedition and with the quotations in Khwansari  , Rawdat 
こ７Ｘぬず こ７ｍＥｋぐ ｒｅ とぐぬＧが お７ｌΜＺｋぐ こぐじ７Ｋｋぐぬal-jannat fi ahwal al-ulama' wa-al-sadat  

VIII ( Beirut 1390/1970 ) , 53,9-11 confirms that our text is
not written by al-Jaza'iri.*The authorship of the above 
mentioned Haqqi Brusawi is doubtful too:*a ) our text gives 
Persian equivalents several times; *b ) a passage on fol. 
14v2, namely wa-dhakara m ( = al-musannif, the author of our 
text ) fi sharhihi lil-Masabih anna al-qadara tafsil 

ずｊすぬ ど づｍＭｌｋぐｒｅ ｐＧずＬ ＨｑＢ７ＭｌΜｋ なが げずじｉｋぐ υｑＭｆＣ ｐｖ７Ｘｈqada'ihi... ) ( ...hints at an 
のぬｃＢｋぐauthor among the numerous commentators on al-Baghawi  ( 

け７Ｃｊ ＨｑＢ７Ｍｌ ｓｍＫｋぐdied 516/1122 or later ) , Kitab Masabih al-sunna . 
In the list of commentators given by Brockelmann ( GAL I 364;
S I 620-622 ) we find Abd al-Haqq Miskin Ibn Sayf al-Din Ibn 
Sa'd Allah al-Dihlawi ( died 1052/1642 ) as Persian 

ＨｑＢ７Ｍｌtranslator and commentator of the Masabih  , entitled 
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こ７Ｚｌｋ ＨｑｉｍＣｋぐ ｓＺＬが こ７ＺｌΜｋぐLama'at al-tanqih  or Ashi''at al-lama'at  ( GAL I

364 I end; S I 621f.; Kahhale V 91 ) . al-Dihlawi is also 
のぬ７ＩＫｋぐknown as commentator on al-Sakhawi  ( died 634/1243 ) , 

ずｆＫ げじ７ＺＫｋぐ ずｑｆＫぬ げじ７ｅぷぐ ｒｅ ｓｃΜｋぐSifr al-sa'ada wa-safir al-ifada fi al-lugha  
υＭｆｌｋぐ, as commentary on Zamakhshari's grammar al-Mufassal  ( 

GAL I 291 no. 4a; S I 510 no. 4a ) .*Therefore, we may assume
that al-Dihlawi is author of the Farqiyat. This text belongs 

てぬずｅ ｓｃΜｋぐto the very few treatises on furuq al-lugha  . Two older
ぬＢが とｘｎ のずｊＫＺｋぐexamples are: Abu Hilal al-Askari  ( died 395/1005; ?

てぬずｆｋぐ ｓｑぬｃΜｋぐGAL S I 193f. ) , al-Furuq al-lughawiya  ( ed. Husam 
ど７ＫＧ なｑじｋぐ ｒＫじｉｋぐal-Din al-Qudsi  , Cairo 1353/1934-5 ) ; and Abu 

ぬＢが なＫＧｋぐ じｑＺＫ なＢ ｓＢｎ фぐ なＢ なＫＧｋぐal-Hasan Sa'id Ibn Hibat Allah Ibn al-Hasan 
( 436/1044-495/1101 ) , Maqala fi dhikr al-furuq wa-al-hudud 

ｓｋ７ｉｌ ｒｅ ずｊす てぬずｆｋぐ じぬじＧｋぐぬ  which is still unedited ( on two mss. ? GAL I 
486 no. 3; S I 888 no. 6; a 3rd Ms. is Academia das Ciencias 
de Lisboa V.292, fols. 1v-32r ) . -Beginning ( after the 

 ｐＢぬ なｑＺＣＫｍ ｕ てずｆｋぐ なｑＢ といぐ υｎあぐぬ といぐ ｗ υｌＺＣＫｑ ｗぎ ｒｅ てぐずＬｗぐ υｎあぐぬ υｌＺＣＫｑ ｒｅ てぐずＬｗぐ にずｑｂぬ  ｕ  Basmala ) :*  :
ぐすｊ ｒｅ けぬΜＭｌｋぐ ｕ てずｆｋぐ なｑＢ といぐ け７ＧＭｗぐぬ ｒｍ７Ｄｋぐぬ ふじＬが なｌ とぬあぐ さ７ｑＣＧｗ け７Ｋｊｗぐ ７ｌｏｍｑＢ ７Ｚだｈ づｘＩＢ とぬあぐ  ｕ  ...  *End: *

こｌＣ こ７ｑｈずｆｋぐ なぬＺＢ фぐ でΜｌｋぐ け７ｎぬｋぐ  ｕ け７Ｂ お７だｋぐ-On fol. 11r, 16 the bab al-ta'  is 
missing; it is added on fols. 27r-v. -

じｏＺｌ ｐｅ７ｉＤｋぐ こ７Ｋぐずじｋぐぬ ｐｑｈずＬｋぐSource: http://ricasdb.ioc.u-tokyo.ac.jp -  - 
ｐＺｌ７Ｅ ぬｑｊぬだ な７Ｂ７ｑｋぐ -
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